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Eye Gaze Information-Processing Theory: A Case Study in Primate
Cognitive Neuroethology

Brian L. Keeley

Cognitive Neuroethology
The eyes of others represent an important social
cue for humans and other animals, a cue that is
often used to support inferences about the mental states of those whose eyes we observe. Is she
paying attention to what I’m saying? Does he
know that I was just smiling at his predicament?
Does this person ﬁnd me attractive? One important clue for answering such questions can be
found in paying attention to where eye gaze has
been directed. In essence, we use eyes to read the
minds of others.
This is not a new or startling observation; as
the sixteenth-century proverb goes, ‘‘The eyes
are the window of the soul.’’ This commonplace
observation generates a number of interesting
questions in a variety of di¤erent areas of inquiry. Philosophy: What do we really learn from
observing eyes? Can we ever be certain that our
mental attributions are correct? Neurobiology:
What brain mechanisms are at play when we
perceive eyes and draw inferences about them?
Ethology: What are the relevant eye gaze behaviors and how do they relate to the life of the organism? For example, what is the relationship
between eye gaze behavior and social hierarchy?
Or, how is it used to facilitate turn taking during
conversation? Evolutionary and comparative biology: How did this capacity evolve? How do
human skills with eyes relate to those of other
animals? Do canids or nonhuman apes, say, draw
inferences from eye gaze similar to those that we
do? Finally, all of these questions are related to
the concerns of cognitive ethology: How do animals use the eye gaze behavior of other organisms
to reason about their unseen mental attitudes?
For lack of a better term or acronym, I refer
to our scientiﬁc understanding of the capacity
to process information about mental states from
the eye gaze behavior of other organisms as eye

gaze information-processing theory (EGIPT, for
short).
Eye gaze phenomena come in a variety of
forms (Argyle and Cook 1976). We follow gaze
when we look at the eyes of another and then
gaze in the direction they are looking, usually to
see what they are looking at. Mutual gaze occurs
when two individuals look each other in the eye;
that is, they make ‘‘eye contact.’’ There also
seems to be an important di¤erence between
looking at another’s eyes and looking into those
eyes. (Consider the di¤erence between a lover
gazing into your eyes and your ophthalmologist
doing the same thing.) Gaze avoidance is the
behavior of avoiding eye contact with another.
Some cultures single out certain eye gaze phenomena as socially signiﬁcant, such as the phenomenon of the ‘‘evil eye.’’ Finally, not all eye
gaze reading requires making inferences about
the mental states of others. It is possible to follow the gaze of another without also thinking
about the other in mental terms; so we often
need to be careful to rule out simpler, nonmental
mechanisms when comparing the eye gaze perception of other animals with our own. Just because they seem to be doing the same thing that
we are does not mean that they are in fact doing
so.
My particular theoretical orientation is best
described as cognitive neuroethology. I see cognitive neuroethology as the natural synthesis of
the recent ﬂowering of interest in the mental lives
of animals represented by cognitive ethology with
the traditional concerns of neuroethology. Neuroethology is the branch of biology that attempts
to elucidate the evolutionary and neurobiological basis of naturally occurring animal behavior
(Ewert 1980; Camhi 1984). In other words, neuroethologists ﬁrst attempt to identify natural
behaviors and perceptual capacities in organisms
and then investigate (1) how the nervous systems
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of those animals mediate those behaviors and
capacities and (2) how both the behavior and the
brain mechanisms have evolved. (‘‘Natural’’ in
this context is meant to distinguish those behaviors that animals in fact perform in their native
environments from those an organism can be
induced to perform under artiﬁcial, laboratory
conditions.)
Just as neuroethology was a natural outgrowth
and addition to the science of ethology, cognitive
neuroethology seems to me to be a natural outgrowth and addition to cognitive ethology. Also,
just as neuroethology is not intended as a more
fundamental replacement of ethology, neither
should cognitive neuroethology be construed
as eliminating the need for cognitive ethology.
However, if successful, one would expect that
discoveries concerning the neural basis of behavior should a¤ect how cognitive ethologists
characterize and understand the mental capacities
of animals. Certainly, an inﬂuence in the opposite
direction is also to be expected.
For the past several years I have been arguing that there is scientiﬁc and philosophical
proﬁt in taking a more neuroethological approach to the questions of cognitive science. I
began by noting that a then-novel theoretical
orientation in neuroethology—computational
neuroethology—was successfully addressing
questions about the evolution and neural basis of
animal behavior within a framework mirroring
that of cognitive science (Keeley 1997). From
the perspective of philosophy of science, the
structure is not identical. The primary di¤erence
is that neuroethology, by its nature, is much
more concerned with evolution and comparative
biology than traditional cognitive science has
ever been. I argued that computational neuroethology’s success suggests that cognitive science
can be more comparative, and furthermore, that
it should be (Keeley 2000a). [However, mentioning this in this volume is likely to be preaching
to the choir; one of the features that separates
cognitive ethology from cognitive science is the
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former discipline’s explicit embracing of the
comparative method (e.g., Allen and Beko¤ 1997;
see also Keeley 1999b).] Central to the aforementioned ‘‘proﬁt’’ of taking a more neuroethological
approach to the issues of cognitive science is that
it o¤ers novel ways of dealing with long-standing
philosophical conundrums in the philosophy of
cognitive science, including those related to the
indeterminacy of content and function (Keeley
1999a) and the alleged theoretical autonomy of
psychology owing to the multiple realization of
psychological states (Keeley 2000b).
One potential drawback to all the work just
described is that it is based on the computational
neuroethology of weakly electric ﬁsh. However, I
argue that we can use the success of neuroethology in understanding the behavior of electric
ﬁsh—exempliﬁed in the work of the late Walter
Heiligenberg (1991a,b)—as a philosophical
model for a slightly reconﬁgured but potentially
more successful cognitive science. But because
ﬁsh are not the most cognitively interesting of
creatures, this argument is at best one of principle. Even if correct, I am still left with the question of what this all would mean in practice;
what exactly would a cognitive neuroethology of
human intelligent behavior look like anyway?
The goal of the work described here is to begin
to put some ﬂesh on the bones of my largely
philosophically motivated proposal.
The State of Play in EGIPT
If any phenomenon were a currently strong contender for yielding to a cognitive neuroethological perspective, EGIPT would seem to be it.
During the past decade, signiﬁcant progress has
been made in the relevant areas of study, although on the whole these investigations have
been carried out in relative isolation from one
another. However, as work in each of these areas
continues to mature, it should be fruitful to
combine their insights in order to come to a
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deeper and more general understanding of how
human and nonhuman animals use eye gaze cues
to read one another’s minds. I am not alone in
this assessment. In a recent, important review,
N. J. Emery (2000) has brought together much
of the research I describe here (although not the
computational research; see the later discussion)
in an attempt to sketch a series of interesting
hypotheses about EGIPT. In the following sections I describe recent work in a number of areas
brought together under the rubric of EGIPT:
work on the developmental disorder of autism,
the comparative biology and neurobiology of
social cognition, and computational and robotic
models of eye gaze-related phenomena.
Autism and Mindblindness
Autism is a pervasive developmental disorder of
unknown etiology. In addition to some straightforward cognitive deﬁcits a¤ecting general intelligence, language skills, and attentional control,
autistic subjects exhibit consistent and often severe problems with socialization. Compared with
mental age-matched individuals, such as those
with Down syndrome, autistic subjects have been
shown to have di‰culties reasoning about the
mental states of others (Baron-Cohen et al. 1993).
This di‰culty in dealing with a theory of mind
has led some theorists to propose that the core
feature of autism is ‘‘mindblindness’’ (BaronCohen 1995; Frith and Happé 1999).
Autistic individuals also typically have an
unusual relationship to eyes. Originally, gaze
avoidance was considered a diagnostic feature of
the disorder, although it is now thought that
autistic individuals do not so much avoid gaze
as restrict their sampling to quick glances at the
eyes of others (O’Connor and Hermelin 1967;
Volkmar and Mayes 1990). Some theorists, for
example, Baron-Cohen (1995), interpret current
data as showing that eye gaze detection in autism
is unimpaired, meaning that the deﬁcit is likely
isolated in a putative theory of mind module,
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which is receiving accurate information about
eye gaze.
One intriguing possibility is that eye gaze
stimuli adversely stimulate the autonomic nervous system in autism, perhaps inhibiting the
normal development of a theory of mind. If so,
any deﬁcit in autism is likely to be much more
low level and pervasive than a cortical theory of
mind module. With this possibility in mind, I
have been collaborating with William Hirstein
and V. S. Ramachandran to encourage their exploration of this subject (Hirstein et al. in press).
The jury is still out with respect to the ‘‘autism
as mindblindness’’ hypothesis. Nonetheless, it
seems safe to say that there is something unusual
about the autistic subject’s perceptual relationship to eyes. This is an interesting observation in
light of the current project for a historical reason. One of the ﬁnal research projects of Niko
Tinbergen—who shared a 1973 Nobel Prize for
his role in creating the ﬁeld of ethology—was the
ethological study of autism (Tinbergen and Tinbergen 1983). In these studies, characterizing the
behavior of autistic children in natural contexts
was central, and chief among these behaviors
were a variety of avoidance behaviors, including,
not surprisingly, those related to gaze. The current project can be seen as a return to Tinbergen’s ﬁnal project, a promising subject that has
been neglected since his passing.
The Comparative Perspective
The study of EGIPT in primates has been an
explosive area of research in the past decade. It
has long been known that the eyes of primate
species vary; the color contrast between the
sclera and pupil of the human eye is greater than
that found in bonobos and chimpanzees, which
in turn is greater than that found in other apes
and monkeys. For this and other reasons, it
seems reasonable to hypothesize that our eyes
have evolved to be more easily read at a distance. What is more, the capacity to read gaze
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information seems to have evolved with the most
recent common ancestor of apes and monkeys.
While most primates can follow the gaze of others
(Tomasello et al. 1998), lemurs—prosimians (i.e.,
the next closest relatives of primates)—cannot
(Anderson and Mitchell 1999). At what point in
evolution primates began inferring the mental
states of others from their eyes is currently under
debate. Some argue that this is a uniquely human
adaptation and that even chimpanzees lack this
skill (Povinelli and Eddy 1996). However, traditionally, apes have been thought to make such
inferences, although the new debate has brought
about a new series of more careful studies of exactly what apes do and do not understand about
the mental signiﬁcance of gaze (Hare et al. 2000,
2001).
EGIPT may be of central importance to the
social cognition of primates, but it is clearly not
restricted to them. For prey species, the visual
cue of two black or colored circles in a horizontal orientation may be indicative of predation in
the near future. Therefore it should not be surprising that a wide range of species, from ﬁsh to
birds to mouse lemurs, have developed aversive
responses to such stimuli (see Emery 2000 for a
review). Animals as diverse as plovers (Ristau
1991) and black iguanas (Burger et al. 1992) have
been shown to respond di¤erently to approaching
human experimenters who are looking directly
at them and those who approach while looking
in other directions. Even hognose snakes, which
feign death when harassed by predators, use eye
gaze cues when deciding whether to continue
feigning death or whether it is safe to beat a retreat (Burghardt 1991; Burghardt and Greene
1988).
As a ﬁnal example, Agnetta et al. (2000) report the interesting ﬁnding that while domesticated dogs are capable of using human gaze as
a cue to perform tasks, such as ﬁnding hidden
food, they do not spontaneously follow human
gaze. This suggests potentially interesting questions about the EGIPT mechanisms of dogs
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(and, by extension, other animals). Prior to this
work, it might have been natural to think that an
ability to draw inferences from gaze cues was
built on top of a prior existing gaze-following
mechanism. However, the situation may be more
complicated than previously surmised. So su‰ce
it to say, EGIPT o¤ers the opportunity to compare the social cognition of humans with nonhuman primates and other animals that have
evolved related capacities.
Neurobiology
What neural structures underlie the processing of
information about gaze? Research on that workhorse of visual neurophysiology, the macaque
monkey, has found cells that are selectively responsive to the face in several visual subareas of
the temporal cortex. These include the lateral and
ventral surfaces of the inferior temporal cortex
and the upper bank, lower bank, and fundus
of the superior temporal sulcus. Perrett and colleagues have found cells in the upper bank of the
superior temporal sulcus that are selective for the
orientation of facial stimuli. One obvious functional interpretation of this is that these cells help
detect where faces are looking (Perrett et al. 1991,
1992; see also Hasselmo et al. 1989).
In humans, functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) studies have identiﬁed the extrastriate cortex as a center of activity in the
processing of facial images (Kanwisher et al.
1996a,b). Using both intracranial electrodes and
fMRI, Puce and colleagues have discovered that
‘‘Faces primarily activated the fusiform gyrus
bilaterally, and also activated the right occipitotemporal and inferior occipital sulci and a region
of lateral cortex centered in the middle temporal
gyrus’’ (Puce et al. 1996, p. 5205; see also Allison
et al. 1994).
Of the areas that are implicated in the processing of faces, which are responsible for our
being able to extract gaze information from a
face? Both the amygdala and extrastriate cortex
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are suggested in separate studies. A study of
D.R., a 51-year-old woman with a partial bilateral amygdalotomy, reported that she is impaired
in verbally reporting gaze information (Young
et al. 1996). (Since the amygdala is part of the
limbic system, which in turn is intimately connected to the autonomic nervous system, ﬁndings
such as these represent a potential bridge to current work on autism.) It has also been reported
that results of evoked-response potential studies
of the extrastriate cortex suggest the possible
presence of an ‘‘eye detector’’ module (Allison
et al. 1996; Bentin et al. 1996). So while we are
far from a complete understanding of the neural
basis of EGIPT, we have a ﬁrm and growing
foundation of knowledge from which to test hypotheses generated from our understanding of
autism and comparative studies.
Computational Work
In its early years, the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence
(AI) pointedly avoided building systems that
were too close to the physical or biological nature of humans and other animals. All of this has
changed in recent decades, as neural nets—based
on a rough analogy to neurobiological systems—
saw a resurgence of interest beginning in the
1980s. As we approached the millennium, a
movement in AI started with the goal of exploring the possibility of ‘‘humanoid robots’’; that is,
robots with a roughly human form. This in turn
has raised issues of EGIPT because these robots
need to behave as humans do and understand
human eye gaze behavior so that their human
interlocutors can better understand the humanoid robots, and vice versa.
The vanguard of this new work is coming out
of the Artiﬁcial Intelligence Laboratory at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, particularly the work of Rod Brooks on ‘‘Cog’’ (Brooks
et al. 1999) and Cynthia Breazeal on ‘‘Kismet’’
(Breazeal and Scassellati 1999, in press; Breazeal
et al. 2000). While Cog is an attempt to build a
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general and sophisticated humanoid robot, Kismet is focused more on eye gaze behavior and
communication via facial expressions. Breazeal
and colleagues describe Kismet as
[A]n active vision head augmented with expressive
facial features. Kismet is designed to receive and send
human-like social cues to a caregiver, who can regulate
its environment and shape its experiences as a parent
would for a child. Kismet has three degrees of freedom
to control gaze direction, three degrees of freedom to
control its neck, and ﬁfteen degrees of freedom in other
expressive components of the face (such as ears and
eyelids). To perceive its caregiver Kismet uses a microphone, worn by the caregiver, and four color CCD
cameras. The positions of the neck and eyes are important both for expressive postures and for directing
the cameras towards behaviorally relevant stimuli.
(Breazeal et al. 2000, p. 2)

Kismet and other humanoid robots (see, for
example, Mousset et al. 2000) are important testbeds of theories of eye gaze behavior and perception. The computational and robotic models
of AI allow us to put into physical reality our
theories of how biological and psychological
phenomena seem to work and behave. This then
allows us to test these theories and to discover
more general theoretical principles of EGIPT
that apply across species.
Conclusion
This project of synthesizing the recent work on
EGIPT from a variety of scientiﬁc perspectives
is still in its early stages, and in the short space
allowed here, I can only begin to sketch the
wealth of new discoveries that continue to appear. Since it is still ‘‘early days yet’’ for cognitive neuroethology and EGIPT, let me conclude
by pointing to a number of questions that call for
interdisciplinary interaction between the scientiﬁc areas I have discussed here:
What is the role of the autonomic nervous
system in the eye gaze and facial perception of
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nonhuman animals? How does the emotional
signiﬁcance of eyes for humans compare with
that of other animals who do (or do not) attend
to eye gaze?
What di¤erences in neural processing are there
in humans between mere gaze following versus
drawing mental inferences from gaze? If it is true
that some animals follow gaze without attributing mental states to others, this raises the possibility that human mind reading is independent of
gaze perception by itself. Is this indeed the case?
How do the deﬁcits of autistic subjects compare with the natural capacities of nonhuman
primates? If it is indeed the case that autism is
mindblindness, what exactly is the relationship
between EGIPT capacities in autistics and those
of nonhuman animals that are similarly ‘‘mind
blind’’?
What general principles of EGIPT can be discovered in robotic and other computational
models, and what does this tell us about the cognitive neuroethology of EGIPT in primates and
other animals? Are there general principles that
apply across phylogeny?
Finally, since my primary academic training is
in philosophy, my hope is that in the end this
work will shed light on that hoary chestnut of
philosophical skepticism: the problem of other
minds. If we can be said to mind read using the
eyes of others, what are the epistemic limits of
this process? How certain can we be of our mental
attributions to others; to what illusions are we
susceptible and under what conditions? There
are many unanswered questions here, but there is
also much promise of progress to be made and
understanding to be had.
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